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SACRED HEART PURCHASED 150 ACRES OF LAND ON THE HOUSATONIC RIVER IN MILFORD. THE PURCHASE INCLUDES THE 18-HOLE GREAT RIVER GOLF 
COURSE AND A 32,000-SQUARE-FOOT CLUBHOUSE.
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On Oct. 30, Sacred Heart University took a 
major step forward. The university purchased 
150 acres of land in Milford, Conn. This in­
cludes an 18-hole Great River Golf Club and 
a 32,000-square-foot clubhouse.
The golf course is about 11 miles away 
from campus. Great River Golf Club is 
considered one of the premier golf courses in 
Connecticut.
The school’s purchase not only helps ex­
pand the campus by developing new academ­
ic programs and internships, but also helps 
raising awareness of the golf program that 
has had much success in the past years.
The purchase will help push the program 
toward an elite status golf program. Sacred 
Heart University now joins around 80 col­
leges that own a golf course across the nation.
Head Coach Matthew McGreevy enters 
his eleventh season at the helm of the Sacred 
Heart Golf program.
“We have been practicing at Great River 
Golf Club for the past 12 years. It is an excel­
lent facility with a championship layout and 
we hope to build on what has been a positive 
experience for the athletes,” said McGreevy.
school and also the golf team. We already 
practice and play at Great River. It’s a great 
golf course it gives us a lot of different 
opportunity to get better, so I’m excited to 
see what happens with that purchase,” said 
Donnelly.
There are a few new and young talents on 
both the men’s and women’s team that will be 
stepping up this year.
“We’re looking promising for the spring, 
looking forward to a lot of new younger guys 
and seeing what they have,” said Donnelly.
Now that Sacred Heart has ownership over 
the golf course and clubhouse, the university 
can now host national golf camps, regional 
and national NCAA championships.
“That would be awesome to see that level 
of competition come to Great River,” said 
Donnelly. “Yale has hosted a couple of 
regionals we’ve seen the caliber of teams 
that can come there, so it’s been a lot of fun 
to play with those guys and see what’s been 
going on. So it would be great to host and 
even be part of a regional.”
The golf club will also aid in the recruiting 
of prospective students. This should give the 
Pioneers an upper hand when bringing in ath-
for 12 years and it could only be a positive 
effect to be one of a select few who own a 
championship golf course,” said McGreevy.
“Anytime you come down to see Great 
River and you see the club house and golf 
course it’s definitely a great recruiting piece,” 
said Donnelly.
The golfers have extra motivation added 
to the fall season and the upcoming spring 
season.
“It has definitely added a bit of energy to 
both programs,” said McGreevy.
“The team is excited we have been at 
Great River since I’ve been here and it’s been 
a lot of fun to be at that golf course,” said 
Donnelly.
“Now knowing that it is owned by Sacred 
Heart University it will be a lot of fun see 
what happens with it and we’re looking for­
ward to the future,” said Donnelly
The golf team has just wrapped up their 
fall season and when they start their spring 
season. Sacred Heart will be the owners of 
the Great River Golf Club and clubhouse.
“It’s going to be a lot of fun to see what we 
can do before conference and what we can do 
at conference championship.”
Distressed Children & Infants International Conference
BYALEXABINKOWITZ
Staff Reporter
On Oct. 24, Distressed Children & Infants International (DCI), held 
its 5th annual International Conference on Child Rights & Sight at 
Yale University’s Aiilyan Center for Medical Research.
DCI is a non-profit child rights organization that was established at 
Yale in 2003.
The organization works to prevent child labor, and help poor 
families start new lives through improved healthcare, education, and 
job opportunities.
The conference aimed to raised awareness about children’s rights 
and blindness prevention, which was attended by over 300 people.
“This conference offers a fi'esh perspective on global child rights 
and health issues,” said Salma Qadir, the CEO of Rights & Sight for 
Children, in a press release sent by the DCI. “The opportimity for 
learning and networking at the conference is like none other; it is a 
wonderful platform to interact with people of a similar mission who
are helping children fi'om all over the world.”
Many advocates for children’s rights and global recognition 
of poverty attended the conference, such as Dr. Jane Aronson, the 
founder of the Worldwide Orphans Foundation, and Bangladesh’s 
Ambassador to the United States, Mohammad Ziauddin.
Sacred Heart University was also part of the organization of this 
conference, as representatives fi-om Sacred Heart joined students and 
faculty fi-om several other colleges in the surrounding area.
“The biyearly conference is an opportunity for Americans to leam 
about DCI and ways to get involved. The conference not only focuses 
on Bangladesh but also many other world problems,” said junior 
Angelique Carrier, a volimteer for DCI.
Carrier, among other students and faculty from Sacred Heart, 
recently traveled to Bangladesh, where they volimteered to help the 
local children and their parents.
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work that DCI was doing in Bangladesh and 
the difference that we were making from
America. ^ ^
- Junior Angelique Carrier ' '
Distressed Children & Infants International Conference
BYALEXABINKOWITZ
Staff Reporter
“When we first arrived, we spent all of our time in an orphanage in Dhaka. Here we got 
the opportunity to meet all of the children that lived there,” said Carrier. “These girls have 
an amazing opportunity by living in this orphanage since they are provided with clothes, 
food, dancing and singing classes and are enrolled in some of the best schools in Dhaka.”
Sacred Heart Volunteer Programs and Service Learning also worked closely with DCI, 
providing Sacred Heart students with the opportunity to travel to Bangladesh.
“As the director of the Office of Volunteer Programs and Service Learning, it is 
my responsibility to prioritize community service at SHU. Community' service is an 
e.xcellent means for SHU students to contribute to a community' in need, achieve a better 
understanding of social jastice, and, develop their skill set within their major,” said Dr.
Matthew Kaye, the director of Volunteer Programs and Service Learning.
DCI works to involve young adults in their mission, and encourages students to 
volunteer and help other children all across the world.
Students immersed themselves into the culture and lives of the local people, and saw 
first-hand how' difficult living in poverty is.
“ I have definitely changed by being a part of this mission trip. I was able to immerse 
myself in a different culture that was extremely unfamiliar to me before,” said Carrier.
“I had the opportunity to see the amazing work that DCI was doing in Bangladesh and 
the difference that we were making from America. This trip opened my eyes to so many 
aspects of life that I have never been exposed to before. I think that it has made me a more 
open and empathetic person.”
To leam more about DCI and how to get involved, please visit their website at 
www.distressedchildren.org, or contact DCI directly through their email at dci@ 
distressedchildren.org.
Spectrum Exclusive: Civility Lecture Series
Interview with Civility in Media Journalist Panel
BY EMILY ARCHACKI
Editor-in-Chief
On Oct. 25, Sacred Heart University held a discussion 
on “Civility in Media” in the Martire Business & 
Communications Building Forum. This was the third event 
in the Town of Trumbull Civility Lecture Series.
The panel for the event consisted of A1 Terzi, Christine 
Stuart and George Colli.
Terzi has spent the past four decades anchoring and 
reporting for various Coimecticut broadcast stations. He 
retired from the anchor desk in April 2014, but today is the 
host of Fox Connecticut’s “The Real Story.”
Stuart is the editor-in-chief of CTNewsJunkie.com, 
a website that reports on Connecticut government and 
politics news.
Colli is an investigative reporter with the NBC 
Connecticut Troubleshooters and was the moderator of the 
event.
Topics discussed included how the media business has 
developed over the years, the impact of social media on 
journalism, and the importance of media literacy and ethics 
both for readers and journalists.
The next lecture in the Civility Lecture Series, “Civility 
in Sports,” will be held on Sunday, Nov. 15 in the Martire 
Forum.
Q: Do you believe social media has a positive or 
negative effect on journalism?
A: Stuart: I think it has a positive effect. I like social 
media because it’s my circulation department. I’m only 
online, social media is the way I get my news out to 
people.
A: Terzi: Certainly there is a practical effect. A lot of 
stations require that you tweet, and put things on Facebook
about what you’re doing. They want you to do that because 
that’s where they reach a lot of people, where you get to be 
better known. The more you get to be known, the more it 
reinforces your position with that particular media outlet.
If you get known and people start writing in about you, 
management sees that.
A: Colli: I think you have to remember that journalism, 
no matter how it is distributed, is still journalism. Twitter 
can be an incredible tool to distribute, if it’s used correctly. 
If you retweet something you have to treat it as your word.
Q: What do you think the toughest challenge is for 
today’s reporters?
A: Stuart: When not to tweet something or when not to 
share something on Facebook. I think that it takes a lot of 
discipline to hold back something before you are able to 
confirm it. I don’t think it benefits anyone to put something 
out there that is speculative.
A: Terzi: If you find something on the Internet, find 
another way to check out the information.
A: Colli: The technology now, that’s what takes away 
a lot of the real journalism. The idea is, “what is media 
nowadays?” You build up your brand. You need to be able 
to weed out what is legitimate, what is opinion, and what 
is just misinformed. You think of one-man-band’s. While 
you’re shooting video, listening to what’s being said, 
asking questions, getting B-roll, tweeting and Facebook 
posting. You’re doing it all at the same time. It’s a lot.
Q: What do you believe are the three most important 
skills needed of a journalist today?
A: Stuart: Writing. Photography, knowing how to 
frame a shot even if the only thing you know is the rule 
of thirds. Knowing how to shake a hand. I think that eye 
contact in shaking a hand and talking to somebody is the
most important connection we can make as humans and 
journalists talking to sources.
A: Terzi: Curiosity, skepticism, and proper grammar. 
When it comes to interviewing you need to be a better 
listener than a speaker. If you just have your list of 
questions and that’s all you’re focused on, the interviewee 
may have said something in an answer to a previous 
question that indicates another follow-up question you 
didn’t anticipate. You have to listen to the answers.
A: Colli: Preparation is key. Be a curious person and be 
skeptical. Always have that pen and paper so you can write 
everything down, and then you don’t have to worry about 
trying to remember it.
Q: Do you have any advice for students interested in 
having a career in the media industry?
A: Stuart: Just go out and do it and get that job.
A: Terzi: Leam a little bit about a lot of things. You 
have to have the skill if you don’t know the answer to 
something, to know where to go find out about it. Be 
prepared, you never know what you will be sent out to 
cover. Be a quick reader, with good comprehension. 
Always double check your facts, if you get one fact wrong 
it blows your credibility on that story or even just in 
general. It will take you awhile to rebuild that confidence 
and trust.
A: Colli: Don’t be afiaid to ask questions. Be willing to 
just dive in headfirst. You have to want this. It’s a public 
service and I think you have to be willing to look at it that 
way. Respect the power that you have in this because any 
story you do could destroy someone’s life. Always keep 
in mind what matters to the audience; what matters to the 
viewer and what do they need to know. If you end up being 
wrong, don’t be afraid to admit you’re wrong. Report 
what’s right.
Sacred Heart Reacts to Spring Valley Officer Incident
BY CLAUDIA RUIZ
Staff Reporter
On Monday Oct. 19, a video of a police officer violently 
arresting a student from Spring Valley High School went 
viral. The video shows Deputy Ben Fields grabbing a 
female Afncan-American student by the neck, flipping her 
backwards, and then dragging and throwing her across the 
floor.
Fields was called into the classroom to deal with the 
disruptive student who was on her phone and refused 
to leave when asked by her teacher. The violence came 
when Fields asked the student to leave and she once again 
refused.
It is still unknown what exactly took place before 
another student in the class started video taping.
Since the tape has been released. Fields has been fired 
from Spring Valley High and after many saw the video 
they backed the schools decisions.
But students who both love and respect Fields, even 
held a protest in order to get him back and working.
Sacred Heart sophomore Nick Cavallone understands 
the perspectives of the students who defended Fields.
“I think it shows a lot about his character and 
reputation,” said Cavallone. “Although the rest of the
world is against him, students he worked with every day 
appreciate and value his contribution and service to them.”
Like Cavallone, many other people are not surprised to 
see students supporting Fields.
“My imderstanding is that this officer was assigned 
to the school for a long time,” said James E. McCabe, 
associate professor of the criminal justice department. 
“Undoubtedly, he developed personal relationships with 
many of the students.”
Fields was called an exceptional role model to students 
before this incident. Even so, many people have difficulty 
showing sympathy for him because he has been the subject 
of two lawsuits since 2010.
One of the lawsuits came in 2013 when Fields accused 
a student, Ashton Reese, of gang activity. Because of 
this lawsuit. Fields was accused of unlawfully targeting 
AfHcan Americans. Although this most recent situation 
also deals with an African American student. Fields is not 
being accused of racist actions.
“I do not feel like this was a race related issue,” said 
senior Brea Genova, who is also a criminal justice major. 
“Spring Valley has a 53% African American population 
and a majority of the students protesting in support of 
Fields were African American.”
Unlike Genova, McCabe feels as though there is always
a slight possibility of racism in any case such as this one.
“Based upon what I heard about his reputation, it 
seems like he was inclined to act this way,” said McCabe. 
“This would call into question any racial overtones of the 
incident, but it is hard to ignore the possibility.”
Fields is not the only one getting heat for this situation. 
The student in which he violently arrested was also 
arrested under the charge of disturbing Spring Valley High 
for her unlawful behavior.
The biggest question that cros.ses people’s minds in this 
case is whether Fields was justified in his actions.
Criminal Justice Professor Anthony J. Papa would have 
done things differently had he been the teacher of this 
class.
“Before even calling the police officer, I would have 
cleared the room first,” said Papa. “That way you eliminate 
the audience surrounding the student.”
Overall, people seem to agree that, in some way, officer 
Fields’ actions were jastified, but that he was too forceful 
and went too far.
“Officers are trained to use a reasonable amount of 
force necessary to overcome resistance being used against 
them,” said McCabe. “Clearly, in this circumstance, the 
student’s passive resistance did not warrant the degree of 
force used.”
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What Not To Wear
I’d like to begin this week by quoting 
a personal idol of mine, Tom Ford. He 
says, “Dressing well is a form of good 
manners.” Tom, you couldn’t be more 
right.
I’d love it if we lived in a world where 
people didn’t judge by appearances, 
but that’s not the case.
The first thing people notice about 
you is how you dress.
There’s a reason we wear ugly tweed 
skirts to job interviews. Fashion is 
professional, respectful and everything 
in between.
We all play different parts in society, 
and if you don’t look your part, you 
might as well quit while you’re behind.
My spirit animal, Blair Waldorf, a 
queen amongst mere plebeians, says: 
“Fashion is the most powerful art there 
is. It’s movement, design and architec­
ture all in one. It shows the world who 
we are and who we’d like to be.”
Fashion is complex. There’s a reason 
the clothing industry will never fall 
and that’s because people need to be 
dressed (almost) all of the time.
The best thing about fashion and 
clothing is that it’s constantly evolving. 
I love looking at the different trends of 
dress from all different time periods.
I’m not ashamed to admit that I 
watch Downton Abbey just for the 
clothing. (And Mary and Matthew’s 
love story of course.)
I think fashion is daring and Avant 
Garde. Clothing trends start when peo­
ple step out of the traditional clothing 
comfort zones.
I’m fascinated by the thought of 
society transitioning from bell bottoms 
to goucho pants to leggings.
I’d also like to take the time to send 
out a big shout out to the woman who 
suggested we stop wearing corsets. Big 
sigh of relief on that one.
I feel that looking at someone’s cloth­
ing is a great way to tell who they are, 
what they like and so much more.
When I was little, I used to come 
home from school, take off my jeans 
and shirt and put on a dress and twirl 
around for hours.
I love the concept of getting dressed 
up, whether it is for brunch, Christmas, 
or even just Sunday dinner.
As much as I love formal wear, 
there’s always a time to dress down.
I was the first person to jump on the 
yoga pant bandwagon.
Similarly, I led the crusade that de­
fended the yogas when my high school 
wanted to ban them from the dress 
code.
The new trend that I’m absolutely 
in love with is active wear. For those 
of you that don’t know anything about 
this wonderful invention, active wear 
is a line of clothing that is meant to 
be worn while working out. They’re 
sweat resistant, flexible and come in all 
different colors and patterns.
Now, many people get upset when 
others wear active wear outside the 
gym. I think that’s ridiculous. Just to­
day, I wore active wear leggings to the 
gym, and then lounged in another pair 
to do my homework.
Active wear is so great because it 
moves with your body. I babysit for 
twin infants and when I’m in active 
wear I can lift both of them at the same 
time and walk around the house. I 
consider that exercise.
I love everything about fashion, firom 
sweatpants to ball gowns, and I think 
fashion is one of the best ways to show 
yourself to the world.
Throw on some converse or a 
straight up three-piece suit and turn 
some heads.
I find great value in the expression 
“You can never be overdressed.”
It’s a shame I don’t often put my 
feelings on it into practice.
Look. I would love to be that guy who 
walks around looking sharp all day, 
every day.
The problem is I find too many ex­
cuses to avoid that lifestyle.
One of my main excuses for not 
dressing like Clark Kent on a daily 
basis is all the tennis I play.
Being on a team that requires 
working out and practicing during 
the school week, I typically resort to 
bumming around in my sweatpants or 
shorts. It’s simply the convenient way 
to travel.
Andy Murray gets paid millions to 
play tennis, and he still dresses well 
pretty often.
Then again. I’m not British.
Another reason I don’t really dress 
well, except for formal occasions, is 
because of my high school years.
I went to a Catholic school and 
always wanted to change out of my uni­
form as soon as possible after school 
hours.
(Disclaimer: my high school uniform 
was just an un-tucked polo shirt, slacks 
and all-black sneakers. So it wasn’t that 
bad.)
Nevertheless, having to wear a 
uniform Monday through Friday fueled 
my craving for the dress down life.
Essentially, though I feel dressing 
well is a good thing to do anytime, I 
still can’t find it in myself to make all 
that effort when it comes to choosing 
everyday apparel.
The dress shirt I have hanging up 
might look nice, but my Mets t-shirt 
has no buttons. And the t-shirt doesn’t 
require dress pants or nice jeans to 
complement it. Which do you think
wins?
In all seriousness, though: the effort 
to dress to impress is worth it. It not 
only helps you feel better about your­
self to some extent, but it helps in other 
areas of life, too.
For one, just think about the pre­
sentation that comes with a tucked in 
dress shirt, pair of slacks, a belt and 
dress shoes.
Professionalism.
Seeing a dude dressed like that 
makes me think in the back of my 
mind, “This guy has something import­
ant to do.”
Meanwhile, he could just be on his 
way to watching a football game on his 
couch, eating a bucket of buffalo winga 
and passing out before it ends.
It doesn’t matter though; his attire 
has done the job of getting in my head. 
Well played, sir.
Chicken wings guy isn’t the only one 
benefitting from formal attire though.
Deciding to go into the day as a 
well-dressed individual has perks for a 
person of any sex, race, and creed.
The same way I always hear girls say 
that they like a well-dressed man (one 
of the reasons I regret wearing sweat­
pants so often), I appreciate when a 
girl makes the effort to dress well.
Even so. I’m just as easily attracted 
to girls who wear sweats and a t-shirt.
I value comfort.
But a girl in a dress—or in anything 
mildly formal—subconsciously gains 
even more of my attention than a girl 
dressed down.
Dressing well seems to outplay dress­
ing casually in the contest between the 
two. However, each style should have a 
place in any life and any closet.
In my mind, being able to dress both 
sharply and casually is a major compo­
nent to one’s success and comfort.
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A Dangerous Habit: Texting and Driving
BY ANTHONY MAHARIELLO
Staff Reporter
Texting and drivingTias been a major safety issue 
ever since phone technology advanced to the point of 
permitting faster and more intuitive texting.
According to textinganddrivingsafety.com, cell 
phones were involved in 23% of auto collisions in 
2011. That means that cell phones caused over 1.3 
million accidents.
In Connecticut, handheld phone use is prohibited 
for all drivers and phone use in general, even hands 
free, is prohibited for novice drivers and bus drivers. 
The penalty for getting stopped while using a cell 
phone varies depending upon how many previous 
offenses you’ve had. The first offense comes with a 
30-day license suspension and a $125 fee for drivers 
under the age of 18, according to drivinglaws.org. An 
adult driver will be fined $125.
Any and all subsequent violations will be cause for 
an increase in fee and time your license in suspended.
Some students blame the prevalence of texting-re- 
lated accidents on these current laws, accusing them 
of not being harsh enough.
“Current laws just don’t suffice. They would be bet­
ter if all states had the same texting and driving laws 
but they don’t. Even the states that do have them, 
they are not as enforced,” said jvmior Kaitlyn McNich- 
olas.
Other students don’t believe the current laws are 
responsible for the large number of accidents.
“Current laws about texting and driving may not 
suffice, but with technology growing as fast as it is, I 
think texting and driving is something that will never 
go away and there is no way to eliminate it,” said 
junior Christopher Kenedy.
Why is it that people seem to have a disregard for 
safety and feel obligated to respond to texts as soon as 
they receive them?
“I think we live in a generation where everything is 
‘right here, right now’ and instantaneous,” said junior 
Cailey Smith. “We want to quickly send out a text to 
continue our conversations regardless of other activi­
ties such as driving.”
Not every student believes that phone use and driv­
ing is that big of an issue.
“Communicating and multitasking is an important 
part of any busy person’s day. I have a lot of people 
to talk to and not enough time to do it. If I’m driving 
and I have an important call coming in, I take it,” said 
senior Daniel Graw.
Many students do see a need to put down the phone 
while they are driving simply because texting and 
driving is hard to do.
“I’m not good at it [texting and driving], and it’s too 
distracting. Whoever is texting me. I’m sure they can 
wait,” said senior Brian Crean.
With technology making new advancements every 
day, one could argue that companies are trying to 
make it easier for the consumer to text and drive.
“Swipe to text and voice text makes it seem that 
phone companies are trying to aid to the busy con­
sumer who texts and drives,” said freshman Christo­
pher Becker. “But companies won’t say that because 
then they would be endorsing texting and driving.”
Others don’t think phone companies have this 
motive.
“Today’s technology certainly makes texting and 
driving easier with the voice messages, but I don’t 
think it’s the main intention,” said Kenedy.
Texting and driving is a universal temptation. How­
ever, it comes with serious consequences, like fines, 
license suspensions, and the possibility of getting into 
an accident.
As AT&T’s national advertising campain states, 
“Txting&Driving...It can wait.”
Don’t Say the F-Word Workouts With Soul
BY ILARIA DEANQELIS
Staff Reporter
What are some things that come to 
mind when one hears the word “femi­
nism”?
Equal rights? Women empower­
ment?
“I think that people view feminism 
in a negative way. I believe that people 
just assume that because a woman 
is a feminist there is no way that you 
can reason with her,” said sophomore 
Katherine Seckler.
According to the Oxford Dictionary, 
the official definition of feminism is 
the advocacy of women’s rights on the 
grounds of political, social, and eco­
nomic equality to men.
“I believe that if you’re a woman, 
then you should be proud and you 
should fight for these rights,” said 
junior Emily Murphy.
Dating back to the 1960s, feminist 
activist Gloria Steinem was a key figure 
in the movement for women’s rights. 
Her persona is especially significant 
now with the recent release of her new 
book, “My Life on the Road.”
The book is described by USA Today 
as a “lyrical meditation on restlessness 
and the quest for equity that has taken 
her from the women-only rail cars of 
India to myriad university campuses 
where she has helped generations of 
women and men rally their collective 
voices.”
With Steinem and other activist’s will 
to create equality for women and men, 
progress has been made throughout 
the years.
Many Sacred Heart women have 
weighed in on what feminism means to 
them.
“When people hear the word femi­
nism they cringe because they believe 
that they are going to have to hear a 
girl rant for hours on end,” said Seck­
ler.
Even though many believe that being 
a woman is something to celebrate, 
there are also setbacks.
. “Women have been perceived as be­
ing a figure who takes care of the fam­
ily and staj^ home,” said junior Meg 
Kittler. “I have even heard of women 
not wearing their wedding rings to job 
interviews because they feel they are 
less likely to get the job.”
So how should feminism be per­
ceived?
“My definition of feminism is a 
woman who is independent in her be­
liefs and wants the exact same for her 
gender,” said Seckler. “I’m the type of 
person who can do things on my own 
because that’s just who I am.”
With the fight for people to realize 
what feminism is really about, is there 
enough feminist representation at 
Sacred Heart?
“No, I don’t believe there is enough,” 
said Murphy. “I think in general col­
lege campuses were the best places for 
people’s views to be expressed through 
protests and other demonstrations 
back in the 1960s, and now social me­
dia has taken over that and people are 
uninformed.”
Other students believe that Sacred 
Heart has been making advances for 
the feminist movement.
“I really like that we have a Women’s 
Studies minor,” said Kittler. “I took one 
of the classes for it and it really opened 
up my eyes to what happens in our 
society concerning women.”
Kittler saw the class as an opportu­
nity to become more educated about 
historical women’s movements.
“We learned about subjects such 
as single mothers and other women 
struggles,” she said. “It really made 
me realize what women have gone 
through. It’s really important to have 
these issues in mind.”
Seckler thinks that independence is 
a key factor in women gaining more 
rights.
“By focusing on your own happiness 
and well-being everything else in life 
will follow,” she said. “SHU allows 
women to explore who they are so I 
think everyone should take their time 
to figtiring out who they are and what




Some Sacred Heart students find 
it important to stay healthy and fit in 
today’s day in age.
“I go to the gym almost everyday, 
just trying to get more ripped up,” said 
fireshman Steven Loevslg^.
One craze that has been taking off in 
the world of fitness is SoulCycle.
Soulcycle is the newest way to get a 
45 minute cardio workout by cycling in 
an intense environment.
Many Sacred Heart University stu­
dents utilize the newly opened SoulCy- 
cle in Westport, Conn.
“I started going to SoulCycle last year 
when I began to get tired and bored of 
my typical gym routine,” said junior 
Trish Flaherty, a college ambassa­
dor for SoulC^e’s new program on 
campus. “I realized that it was hard to 
successfully work out if I wasn't being 
pushed by someone else to do my best. 
The studio employees and instructors 
have honestly become my family. Ev­
eryone in the SoulCycle community is 
so supportive of eadi other.”
Some students are reluctant to go 
to the classes offered by SoulC^cle 
because of how intense the workouts 
seem to be.
“There are no typical skills or any­
thing you need to go to SoulCycle. It's 
for anyone,” said Flaherty. “If you like 
to have fun and want to improve your 
body and mind, this is the place for 
you.” i -
Students at Sacred Heart are often 
looking for new ways to make exercis­
ing more fim.
“I hate dragging myself to the gym, 
especially when I get there and it’s 
packed with people and sports teams,” 
said sophomore Lizie Laporta.
“I’ve heard about SoulCycle, but I’ve 
never been,” said junior Vicky Paleggi. 
“I cycle a lot for track, but heard they 
amp it up with music and take cycling 
to another level. I definitely want to do 
it soon though.”
Is SoulCycle the next big thing in ex­
ercise or simply a passing fad that will 
fade away in time?
“Considering that I started doing 
cross fit before it became a nationwide 
fitness movement, I’ve seen how things 
like this can start small and get much 
bigger,” said jimior Neal Impellizeri. “I 
think this is a pretty good idea and will 
attract a lot of male and female fitness 
enthusiasts.”
SoulCyle has primarily been getting 
positive feedback from the Sacred 
Heart community.
“I really like the idea a lot, espeec- 
ially for couples who like to work out 
together. It gives them something else 
to do other than just their daily work 
out,” said junior Joe Cordasco.
SoulCyde in Westport is doing a pro­
motion now through Nov. 16th.
‘Take your first class and try it out,” 
said Flaherty. “You’re going to be ad­
dicted. I promise.”
If interested in taking a SoulCycle 
class, call the studio at (203) 683-7685.
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What Do You Want To Be When You Grow
ALLY D’AMICO
NEWS EDITOR
Lets just get it all out there. I am 21 years old, a senior, 
graduating in a month, and don’t really know what I want to do 
with my life.
Shocking, right?
Ever since we were young we’ve been asked the question,
“What do you want to be when you grow up?” How do we 
respond? Detectives? Firefighters? A dog? Either way lets be 
real, this was obviously just a way for our elders to laugh at our 
ridiculous aspirations, knowing that we would most likely never 
be able to accomplish them. But it’s something a parent is bound 
to ask at one point or another in a child’s formative years.
But maybe I wish I had as clear of an answer as I must’ve had 
back then. By the age of four, I had a better idea of what I wanted 
to be than I do now. Who cares if it was a princess? At least at the 
time I new full heartedly what it was I wanted to do, even if I was 
never going to be able to attain it.
Sure, I guess you could say I have had various “dream jobs” 
along the way, but what is stopping me fi'om jumping full force 
into one career path?
I mean come on, I am 21. Aren’t I supposed to know what I 
want to do for the next 50 years of my life? Yeah, good one.
It’s something that I have just begun to realize, but maybe 
sometimes it just doesn’t happen like that.
Sure there are plenty of people out there that right out of high 
school, or even earlier, have^^^^^^fijnvtot^^^iat^^^^^
want to do and go on to enjoy a life long career in that field.
But it’s also okay if that isn’t the case.
Personally, I think you have to live a bit more before you truly 
know what it is you want in life. Let alone what you want to do 
for the rest of it.
To be honest, the thought of having a career and being tied 
down to a relatively specific job for the rest of my life makes me 
a tad nauseous. I’ve never been a commitment person, although 
that’s a completely different stoiy, maybe I’m just afi^id to put a 
constraint on what it is I want to be.
The idea of waking up each morning and driving the same 
route to work, to do the same thing every day, to return home 
and repeat the process in the morning sounds like my worst 
nightmare.
Ideally I would like to travel and experience different things 
each day, but that obviously isn’t too feasible after paying 
thousands of dollars for an education and being in debt that I just 
might be able to pay off before I die.
But as my last month of undergrad has hit, the constant “What 
are your plans after college?” question that is asked by fiiends, 
family, and strangers alike, is alive and well.
Even if I have to answer that question by laughing hysterically 
and shrugging my shoulders considering they have just as much 
of an idea as I do...
. It’s going to be ok.




In the hookup culture that we live in, finding genuine connec­
tions is hard enough. Then add technology into the mix and we 
seem to be at a loss for words. So we’ve resorted to Snapchats.
For those who remain blissfully unaware, Snapchat allows you 
to send your friends pictures and videos that will disappear after 
a few seconds. It also lets you build stories from moments that 
you capture throughout your day.
I’m personally stumped by the Snapchat conversations that 
seem to fill up my phone notifications from the same few people.
Don’t get me wrong, I love that Snapchat is a fun way to send 
“snapshots” to people, but I seem to have found myself building 
relationships solely based on Snapchatting. Which begs the ques­
tion: what the heck am I doing?
Like clockwork, I know I’ll get a Snapchat from certain people 
with a message across it saying, “what’s up?” or “how was that 
test?”
While I’m flattered and excited to get some of those snaps 
from certain people, it still leaves me wondering: what’s the goal 
here? Can we really get to know each other better with 46 charac­
ters streaming across our selfies?
I resorted to my oh-so-reliable guy friends to help me figure it 
out. One of my favorite explanations was, “It’s a way to talk and
get to see their pretty faces.”
Another honest response: “They just want to get with you, or 
get more than a smiling selfie reply.”
Do you guys even know what you’re doing? Clearly I’m con­
fused by it, but I still participate. I guess it’s hard not to. We’re all 
busy college students trying to live our lives in the era of social 
networks.
Maybe we don’t have time to text anymore. Or maybe we’re 
just being complacent and lazy. I’d have to go with the latter, but 
nevertheless. I’m still giving in to the cute selfie I get at 10p.m. 
every night from the guy that lives 6000 miles away. Maybe 
Snapchat is just less pressure when trying to get to know some­
one. Even so, I do hereby aimounce that Snapchat is the gateway 
for Netflix and chill with those old flames.
Regardless of whatever everyone’s personal reasons are for 
Snapchatting instead of just texting, the truth is that Snapchat 
is just another technological advancement that we’re all experi­
menting with. With Twitter DMs, Instagram tags and Facebook 
shares, we’re all living in a world full of media, and lacking in 
communication skills. I can’t remember the last time I had a 
phone call with anyone other than my Mom.
The editorial page is an open forum. Editorials are the opinions of the individual editors and do not represent the 
opinions of the whole editorial board. Letters to the editor are encouraged and are due by Sunday at noon for con­
sideration for each Wednesday’s issue. All submissions are subject to editing for spelling, punctuation, and length.
Letters to the editor should not exceed 400 words and should be e-mailed to spectrum@sacredheart.edu. The Spec­
trum does not assume copyright for any published material. We are not responsible for the opinions of the writers 
voiced in this forum.
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Unexpected Changes to Spring Mission Trips
BY SPENCER STOVELL
Staff Reporter
Service-oriented Sacred Heart students are getting ready 
to embark on mission trips to Costa Rica and Guatemala, 
driven by their passion to give back and expecting to 
change their lives forever.
Sacred Heart’s international service program was 
originally supposed to organize travel to El Salvador 
during the spring break. However, due to an increase in 
violence in the region. Sacred Heart has cancelled the trip. 
Students who were anticipating this trip still have strong 
desires to give back to the community in some way.
“My motivation to go on this trip was because I wanted 
to do community work while I was in college. Also 
considering that both my parents were bom in El Salvador, 
it seemed like a perfect opportunity,” said senior Victor 
Olivares.
Sacred Heart officials say the school is dedicated to 
providing students with international experiences through 
social and educational development.
“I felt really bad that we don’t have a delegation going 
this year. I did not make the decision, it was a collaborative 
decision, made from information that we received from 
our partners in El Salvador,” said Director of Volunteer 
Programs and Service Learning Matthew BCaye.
The Volrmteer Programs office stays in contact with 
their partners in El Salvador in order to make sure that they 
don’t send their students into dangerous situations.
“The information we received from the people who will 
be hosting us was probably the most informative for us
in terms of being able to make the best decision possible 
for our students,” said Assistant Director of Volunteer 
Programs and Service Learning Andrea Canuel.
Though students were looking forward to the 
opportunity of providing service for families and homes 
in El Salvador, Sacred Heart has to look out for the safety 
of their students and has provided other opportunities for 
service as replacements.
Most students understand that the cancellation was made 
in the interest of their own safety.
“I wasn’t smprised that the trip was cancelled because 
I have been aware of the deteriorating state of affairs in 
the country for a long time. I was upset more about the 
fact that such a long relationship with the Tierra Blanca 
Community is going to have to be put on hold for the time 
being,” said Olivares.
The International Service program will now travel to 
Costa Rica and Guatemala during the spring break for 
seven to eight days.
The program will take ten students to Guatemala and 12 
students to Costa Rica. The faculty advisor for Costa Rica 
is Terry Neu, and for Guatemala, Charlotte M. Gradie.
“Students are responsible for their own funds, but diey 
do work together at fund raising. We also work with a 
website called Project Travel were they can solicit funds 
from family and friends,” said Kaye.
Fxmds are a factor in taking part in such experiences; 
many students have to get help in order to raise enough 
money prior to the trip.
“I have created a GoFimdMe account, and through social 
media and phone calls, I have been asking family and
friends to donate. As a group, we just recently had our first 
meeting with all the participants in the program, but we 
will definitely be creating fundraisers in the near future to 
raise money,” said junior Michelle Scatamacchia, who will 
be partieipatin in the trip to Guatemala.
The international service program hopes to build 
students’ eonfidence and knowledge after finishing the 
mission trip.
“We want our students to have a better understanding 
of globalization, how that is connected to issues of social 
justice, and how we are all connected when they volxmteer 
in clinics and schools,” said Kaye.
This is not the first time that Sacred Heart students will 
have the opportunity to travel on mission trips over spring 
break, with many choosing to forego common party-scene 
spring break trips that college students take part in.
“I think the students who give up their spring break have 
the desire to make a difference in someway. I think they 
want to explore a different way of life, form relationships 
that they would have never been able to interact with 
before,” said Kaye.
Students will be staying together in dorm-like set-ups 
while in the communities that they will be working and 
learning with.
“I am extremely excited to travel to Guatemala in 
March, and especially eager to act as a student leader 
for the trip. I’m looking forward to engaging in various 
aetivities with the children in the community,” said 
Scatamacchia. “I am also looking forward to visiting 
Antigua and learning more about the culture and history of 
Guatemala.”
Student Spotlight: Kelly Donovan
BY JORDAN VENTURA
Staff Reporter
Junior Kelly Donovan has taken her hobby of painting 
and turned it into her own business.
Donovan started her business, named “Kelly’s Kanvas,” 
this past summer through the website Etsy, where she 
sells her own hand painted customizable canvases. 
Depending on the request, her artwork can range from 
quotations, to abstract pieces, to floral designs.
“I am still in the process of kicking off my Etsy 
account. I’m trying to create more business, but it’s hard 
since it’s a website and you have to gain followers in 
order to sell more products. I’ve actually sold ten this 
semester,” said Donovan.
All of the artwork ranges in price between $20-50, 
depending on how long it takes Donovan to create the 
piece.
“I try my best to make all my orders affordable and 
fitting for college students. I recreate whatever a person
has in mind with my own little spin on it,” said Donovan.
Painting has always been a passion of Donovan’s and 
has been a part of her life for years now. With the holiday 
season coming up, Donovan plans to drum up sales from 
people buying her paintings as gifts.
“I’ve always loved doing artwork. Even in high school 
I would give my friends pieces of my work for Christmas, 
or even if they were just going through rough times,” 
said Donovan. “I can usually get a canvas done within 
two weeks and if a piece is requested for a specific date, I 
make sure to have it done.”
Sacred Heart students have already begun purchasing 
Donovan’s products and she is looking to gain more 
business within the university.
“I’ve made flyers that got approved by student life and 
put them up aroimd campus with my contact information. 
I just sold two canvases to Chi Omega sisters for their 
big-little reveals. I definitely want to focus on reaching 
out to Greek life more next year and want students to 
know that I do take requests,” said Donovan.
Last year, Donovan began putting pieces of her artwork
around campus upon request. With one piece already in 
The Peak here at Sacred Heart, and another heading there 
within the year as well.
Donovan doesn’t create things just for profit, she also 
gets involved in sharing her artwork just for fun. Heartfelt 
Designs, a t-shirt design business run by Sacred Heart 
students to support different charity efforts throughout 
the campus, chose Donovan’s submitted design for their 
t-shirt competition in April of 2014.
“I used the Sacred Heart emblem as the base of my 
design and I actually ended up as the winner. My design 
was put on the t-shirts and they were sold at the bookstore 
and now I have the joy of seeing people wearing my 
t-shirt design around campus,” said Donovan.
You can find Kelly’s page on the online store Etsy and 
follow her account to keep up with her creations (www. 
etsy.com/in-en/shop/KeIlysKanvas).
“My hope is that through word of mouth and happy 
customers, Kelly’s Kanvas will prosper. My goal is to 
make people happy through my artwork and give them 
something beautiful to look at,” said Donovan.
SOME OF KELLY’S ARTWORK, INCLUDING AN IMAGE OF THE WEBSITE WHERE SHE SELLS HER WORK
PHOTO COURTESY OF KELLY DONOVAN
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Veteran Spotlight: Peter Delviscovo
BY MARINNA DESANTIS
Features Asst. Editor
Graduate student Peter Delviscovo is a veteran of the 
United States Marine Corps. His active duty lasted from 
2003 to 2007.
Q; Why did you first decide to join the Marines and 
why did you choose this branch?
A: I first decided to join the Marine Corps when I was a 
young teenager. My brother had asked me to join a military 
youth program, [and] though it wasn’t his taste, I fell in 
love with it. The program was run mostly by a Marine who 
I took up as my mentor. Many of the traits that the Marine 
Corps would soon instill in me I learned in the program.
My uncle was also a Marine during the Vietnam conflict 
and his son, my cousin, was also a Marine and I had their 
full support. I decided at a very young age that the branch 
I wanted to become a member of was the Marine Corps 
[because of] their high standards and large prestige.
Q: What is one of your best memories from your 
experience?
A: Since my time started in September of 2003,1 have had 
so many great memories; plenty of hardships, but really the 
best memories I’ve had to date were in the Marine Corps. I 
can remember during one of my deployments in Iraq, it got 
so cold that it actually snowed enough to make snowballs. 
And because my team was on rotation fi'om patrolling, we 
were refueling at a forward operating base (FOB) and were 
allowed to spend the night before going back out. So like 
the big kids that we are, we decided to have a snowball 
fight and make snowmen right on top of the hardened dark 
sand. We were wet, we were cold, but we had some good 
old fashioned fun which was really nice (especially during 
a tough time for our unit).
Q: Why did you decide to come back to college?.
A; When my first four years were over, 1 decided that in 
order to live a regular life, find that special someone, and 
earn an education, that I would have to leave active duty.
So I got out, and switched to the reserve component of 
the Marine Corps; at least there I would balance having 
a normal civilian life while maintaining a Marine Corps 
life, even if [only a] partial [one]. I felt that in order to go 
anywhere in life, that I would need a solid education, so 
college was the most logical choice to succeed in a future 
outside of the Corps.
Q: What do you think your biggest challenge has been 
in readjusting?
A: There were a few challenges readjusting to normalcy; 
for one, sometimes the hardship that I have faced can find 
a way to creep up in my memory, which can be difficult 
to deal with at times. Other things are what most consider 
to be the small things. Like for example, living such a 
fast-paced life and not waiting until the last minute to get 
things done. Doing things right away all the way is normal 
for a Marine’s every day procedure and it doesn’t become 
noticeable until you are on the outside waiting for things to 
get done. It can be, at times, very frustrating working on a 
new patience level.
PHOTO COURTESY OF PETER DELVISCOVO
PETER EAGERLY POSES WITH FACTORY CHARACTER
Q: Why did you pick Sacred Heart?
A: I received my undergraduate degree at UMass 
Boston, and my twin brother actually came here f6r his 
undergraduate, his masters and then returned here to 
work. I have always looked up to him in a lot of ways, his 
brilliance for one was something that always amazed me.
I finally took his advice after many years of him telling 
me I would be a good fit here at SHU and that majoring in 
computer science would be a great fit for me. So here I am.
Q: How have the Marines supported you during your 
time back at school?
A: The Marine Corps allowed me to become eligible for
the post 9/11 bill which not only paid for my education, but 
gave me a stipend to meet my financial obligations outside 
of school like rent and utilities. Which might not seem like 
a lot, but not having to worry about tuition payments is a 
giant stress reliever which allowed me to focus more on 
my school work. And it paid off too because I graduated 
at the top of my class at UMass. And it is what I aim to do 
here at SHU.
Q: Is there anything you learned during your time in 
the Marines that has helped you in school?
A: There are so many attributes that have helped me in 
school that I can thank the Marine Corps for. The discipline 
to make it to every class, the drive to succeed and not do 
anything less my absolute best, the patience to work out 
the things I don’t understand, the commitment to never 
give up on what I am doing, the confidence in my abilities 
to do well which relieves the stress and doubt of failure.
Q: Do you feel as if the Sacred Heart community has 
been welcoming and supportive?
A: Sacred Heart has been very kind to me thus far. I really 
have no complaints! The admissions staff supported me 
upon entry and the rest of the staff has been great during 
my stay here.
Q: How is the experience of being older than some of 
your fellow students?
A: Ha, my age comes with both benefits and hardships.
The maturity that it brings is a great thing for work and 
school. Sometimes it makes it a little more difficult to 
relate to or connect with student life, but I guess you have 
to take the bad in with the good.
Q: What has been your best memory at Sacred Heart 
so far?
A: I have had a lot of great memories already; I would 
have to say playing company softball over the summer 
has been a great employee moiMSHflBWl 
harvest festival would be a great student moment. However 
I have high hopes for the Christmas season here!
Q: What are your plans for after you get your degree? 
A: After I graduate I either plan to stick around for a job 
here on campus or move back to Boston for employment. 
Maybe even go for my doctorate! The sky is the limit, 
right?
Club Spotlight: WHRTV
AVHRTV, the club formerly known as SHUBox, is a 
student organization based around TV production and open 
to all students interested in learning about it. This club 
is most beneficial to commimication and media studies 
majors, giving them experience for their future careers.
Members of WHRTV are currently experiencing their 
first semester of production using the new TV studios and 
equipment offered in the Martire building.
Professor Golda, the club’s advisor, believes that this 
year offers an opportunity to rejuvenate the club.
“This semester has been spent rebuilding the 
organization with all new technology and spaces,” said 
Golda.
Students in this club gain hands-on knowledge of how 
to produce a television show, and with the new building, 
things are evolving technologically. This semester the club 
is working on producing a show titled “Night Light” that 
will air live the last week of classes through the campus 
chaimel WHRTV and online.
Senior Carly Augustis-Kokoni, the general manager and 
director of the club, is excited for the progress WHRTV is 
making.
“I really think WHRTV is going to be the best it has 
been in years, we couldn’t do that without the dedication of 
each member as well as all the amazing new equipment,” 
said Augustis-Kokoni.
Augustis-Kokoni also reinforced how much change the 
new building has brought to the club and its members.
“With the new building there are so many opportunities 
that we didn’t have a year ago, it’s awesome learning how 
to use the control room first hand and working the new 
cameras,” said Augustis-Kokoni.
WHRTV encourages students who are studying 
communication and media studies to join their club. 
Working on semester-long productions will provide 
an upper hand for students looking to merge into the 
production field.
Jimior Cara Fusillo is an active club member that finds 
using the new production equipment both exciting and 
educating.
“My favorite part about being in [WHRTV] is being 
able to learn so many new aspects of production. I love 
being able to learn how to work the cameras and also the 
control room items,” said Fusillo.
WHRTV’s upcoming production is going to consist of 
a wide variety of student-produced talent. These pre­
recorded pieces will range from comedy skits and movie 
reviews to news broadcasts, all being produced by the 
members of the club.
“We are all currently working on different segments 
that will be shown both online and on the school’s TV 
channel,” said Augustis-Kokoni.
Students involved are also provided the opportunity to 
get a feel for being on camera and working behind the 
scenes with actors.
“Learning how to work with the actor and making 
them feel comfortable in front of the camera is also an 
interesting part of what [WHRTV] teaches us. All in all, 
it’s a great club to be a part of, “ said Fusillo.
For those interested in joining the production and being 
part of WHRTV, meetings are open to all students. They 
are held weekly between 1 -4 p.m. on Thursdays in the 
studios located in the Martire Building.
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Arts & Entertainment
FTMA Alumna Releases First Feature Film
BY USA CARBONE
Staff Reporter
A recent graduate of Sacred Heart University’s Film 
and Television Masters Program (FTMA) released her first 
movie on Nov. 7 in New York City.
Julie Robinson, who graduated fi'om the FTMA 
program in 2014, is the co-producer, co-writer, and casting 
director for the film “Meet Mario.”
“The biggest advantage fi-om the FTMA program was 
getting to meet people with the same mindset I have. The 
people I met there were the same people I got to work with 
for ‘Meet Mario,’” said Robinson.
“Meet Mario” is a romantic comedy following the story 
of a young man who was bom to an Afiican American 
father and an Italian mother. He finds love while battling 
racism fi'om his fiance’s Italian-American family.
Some members of the Sacred Heart commimity are 
excited to see the work of FTMA students come to life on 
the big screen.
“I had Julie Robinson in my class and was able to 
work with her as she made films in the program. She’s 
been working hard on developing a imique voice and 
perspective. I know she’s been living with some of the 
characters and elements of ‘Meet Mario’ for some time 
and it feels like a natural progression for her to realize this 
world in a feature length project,” said Damon Maulucci, 
Visiting Assistant Professor for Communication and Media 
Arts.
After years of dedication to completing the film, 
Robinson is eager to see the product of her own work.
“When it’s your own material, you know the ins 
and outs and the particulars of the script. You know the 
message that needs to be conveyed,” said Robinson.
She hopes the film will delight audiences long after its 
premiere.
A* ‘‘I hope people talk slooat ‘Meet Mario’ for a long time.
We want the audience to go away thinking about love
knowing no color. You meet someone, you fall in love, 
that’s it. It shouldn’t matter that one is a different race or 
nationality. We want people to see that the old ways aren’t 
the best ways, times have truly changed and we have to 
change with it,” said Robinson.
Some hope it reaches many different audiences.
“I hope ‘Meet Mario’ continues to find its audience.
I know the film has already had a successful life with 
audiences and festivals,” said Maulucci.
The movie is directed and co-written by Daniel Joseph 
“D.J.” Higgins, who is also a graduate of Sacred Heart.
Together, Robinson and Higgins collaborated to create 
Meet Mario Productions, their own production firm.
“D.J. and I are business partners. We plan to do more 
projects together. Things are definitely in the works for us 
once we wrap up ‘Mario,’” said Robinson.
AKickstarter project was first launched on April 17, 
2014 to jumpstart production on the film.
The original fundraising goal was $10,000 and by June 
16,2014, the goal was met and surpassed by $1,141.
Robinson says that her own life and the life of her co­
writer Higgins played a role as inspiration for the film.
“This movie is kind of inspired by our real lives, but at 
the same time, it is not immediately about us. D.J. is an 
Italian American and I am African American. This movie is 
not about us, but the general view of our nationalities and 
how they are perceived,” said Robinson.
So far, according to the film’s website, “Meet Mario” 
has received several awards including Best Acted Film and 
Best Actor at A Night of Short Films XII in Philadelphia.
“Meet Mario” premiered for the first time at The Griffin 
in New York, N.Y. on Nov. 7.
Looking forward, Maulucci provided a few words 
of encouragement for his former student that other film 
students could also take with them as they continue their 
education.
“Keep telling stories and making films,” said Maulucci.
Bang! Pow! Kaboom!
Popularity of Superhero Television Shows Across Various Networks
BY BRITTANY EGER
Staff Reporter
There’s no doubt that superheroes have recently made a comeback in the entertainment 
world. Over the past few years many television networks have brought both classic and 
new superhero stories off the comic book pages, and onto the small screen.
The new superhero craze includes shows such as “Arrow,” “The Flash,” “Gotham,” 
“Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D,” and recently “Supergirl.”
“Arrow” and “The Flash” follow the stories of the classic D.C. superheroes, the Green 
Arrow and the Flash.
“The two shows ‘Arrow’ and ‘Flash’ meet in ‘Flash v. Arrow.’ The shows are energetic 
and involve lots of different fictional arenas where super-powered heroes and super 
humans meet,” said junior John Secor.
According to cinemablend.com, the popularity of these new shows is partially due to 
the rise in technology over the years.
New technologies are what bring the comics to life. Directors can finally recreate the 
major actions and special effects that they were never able to achieve before.
The show “Gotham,” which is based on characters in D.C.’s Batman series, reached 
8.21 million viewers on its first night. “Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D,” based on Marvel’s 
Strategic Homeland Intervention Enforcement and Logistics Division, reached 12 million 
viewers, while “The Flash” reached 4.83 million viewers.
The superhero geiue is also receiving a huge audience of continuous viewers. 
“Gotham” had made the list for the “50 Most Watched TV Shows” for the 2014-2015 
season, according to tvinsider.com.
“I think what I like the most is that through the interesting storylines and action-packed 
adventure, you still get the feeling that the characters are always trying to do the ri^t 
thing. They want to protect those around them and I find that admirable,” said senior 
Courtney Ruvolo, who watches “Arrow,” “The Flash,” “Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D,” “Agent 
Carter,” and “Daredevil.”
But others enjoy them for a different reason.
“I like the grittiness and realism of ‘Arrow,’ with the idea of a superhero being a 
vigilante, rather than a symbol of justice.” said junior Addison Chau. “It brings in a lot of 
D.C. characters, both known and unknown, which I think a lot of fans appreciate.”
Following the trend of the superhero-TV craze is “Supergirl.” The new show follows 
the life of Kara Zor-El, whose condition is similar to that of the original Superman.
“I saw the previews and I’m not sure how I feel. I haven’t looked into it much but 
in the previews it seems like there’s little connection to Superman and the backstory/ 
relationship between Superman and Supergirl. Probably not going to watch it unless it 
gets raving reviews,” said Chau.
AP PHOTO
CHARACTERS FROM ABC’S TELEVISION SHOW “MARVEL’S AGENTS OF SHIELD”
“Supergirl” premiered Oct. 26,2015 on CBS. It received 6.3/10 stars from IMDb.com 
and 7.3/10 stars from tv.com.
The show stars Melissa Benoist as the title character.
Kara escapes death on her home planet of Krypton, and is adopted on Earth by the 
Denver family. As she grows up she learns that she must hide her super powers from the 
human world.
However, when super-secret agent head Hank Henshaw approaches Kara about helping 
to protect the citizens of the city from threats, she agrees. Now she must balance two lives 
at the same time.
According to comicbook.com “Supergirl” had 12.9 million live viewers the night of its 
premiere.
Although some superhero fen^^ve not tuned in to the progress of the show so far, 
many are excited to see where skwy goes.
“Although I haven’t seen ‘Su^^et;^’ yet, I know it’s a show that I will end up watching. 
If we’re being honest. I’ll probab^ tNEge-watch the first season when it’s on Netflix,” said 
Ruvolo.
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FROM LEFT, PHILLIP SWEET, KAREN FAIRCHILD, JIMI WESTBROOK AND KIMBERLY SCHUPMAN,
OF LITTLE BIG TOWN, WINNERS OF VOCAL GROUP OF THE YEAR AND SINGLE OF THE YEAR FOR 
“GIRL CRUSH,” POSE AT THE 49TH ANNUAL CMA AWARDS AT THE BRIDGESTONE ARENA
On Nov. 4, the 49th annual Country Music Awards aired on ABC. Carrie Underwood 
and Brad Paisley hosted the event for the eighth year in a row.
The CMAs featured many country super stars and a number of surprise guest 
appearances from country and pop artists.
Hosts Underwood and Paisley opened the show with their usual comedic routine, which 
included a tribute to “Star Wars,” and even an appearance by actor William Shatner.
As awards were handed out this year, new faces in the country music industry were i 
recognized for their talents. ' "'f ' t s ?
New artist Chris Stapleton took home several awards including “Male Vocalist of the
Year,” “Album of the Year,” and “New Artist of the Year.”
After receiving several awards, Stapleton also performed a duet with pop star Justin 
Timberlake, singing a collaboration of his song “Tennessee Whiskey” and Timberlake’s 
“Drink You Away.”
Many Sacred Heart University students tuned into the live broadcast and enjoyed the 
collaboration between pop and country artists.
“My favorite part of the awards was when Justin Timberlake performed with Chris 
Stapleton because I thought their songs meshed well together and they both sounded 
awesome,” said junior Shaimon Smith.
The group Little Big Town also received several awards including “Single of the Yea?’ 
and “Vocal Group of the Year.” The group took to the stage to perform their winning hit 
“Girl Crush” that entertained the audiences at the event and at home.
“I really like Little Big Town’s song ‘Girl Crush’ because it has meaningful lyrics and it 
speaks to a lot of people,” said sophomore Meggie Dillon.
Other vocal mash ups of the night included duets between Thomas Rhett and Fall Out 
Boy singing their hits “Crash and Bum” and “Uma Thurman,” and Keith Urban and John 
Mellencamp singing “Little Pink Houses” and “John Cougar, John Deer, John 3:16.”
Miranda Lambert won “Female Vocalist of the Year” for the sixth consecutive year and 
performed her hit “Bathroom Sink.” Florida Georgia line won “Vocal Duo of the Year” 
and performed their new single “Confession.”
Other performers of the night included Jason Aldean, Sam Hunt, Zac Brown Band, 
Dierks Bentley, and Blake Shelton.
Underwood and Paisley also performed their new singles; Underwood’s “Smoke Break” 
and Paisley’s “Country Nation.”
Luke Bryan, who also performed, won the award for “Entertainer of the Year” for the 
second year in a row.
“I was so happy when Luke Bryan won ‘Entertainer of the Year’ because he is my 
favorite country artist,” said freshman Emina Acee.
Paisley made a fitting tribute to Little Jimmy Dickens, the iconic Grand Ole Opry star 
who passed away in January, by telling the audience Dickens told Paisley that his final 
wish was to leave this world making people laugh on stage.
A video montage was played highlighting Dickens’s numerous appearances on the 
CMAs over the years.
The show ended with Bryan’s acceptance speech for “Entertainer of the Year.”
' - A list of thfe yew’s GNIA winners, videos of guest performances, and event headlines 
cart be accessed — '' ' ""
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Interview with NFL Hall of Fame Quarterback, Jim Kelly
BY EMILY ARCHACKI
Editor-in-Chief
On Nov. 2, Sacred Heart University’s Edgerton Center 
for the Performing Arts was filled with members of the 
Sacred Heart community and general public. All were in 
attendance for a 2015-2016 Student Affairs Lecture Series 
event entitled “Kelly Tough.”
The lecture was a discussion between Jim Kelly, NFL 
Hall of Fame quarterback for the Buffalo Bills, and Car­
olyn Manno, a reporter for NBC Sports Network. Kelly 
discussed his football career, the loss of his son Hunter, 
and his own personal battle with cancer.
Q: What will you be discussing tonight?
A: There are a lot of things we go through in our life and 
for me especially. I’ve been at the highest of highs. I’ve 
been at the top and I’ve been at the bottom many times.
It’s the attitude you have of never giving up and making a 
difference for others. For me, that’s the way it is. From the 
days of college when they told me I would never play foot­
ball again when I blew my shoulder out my senior year, to 
going to four Super Bowls and not winning. Retiring and 
"having a son bom on my birthday, Valentine’s Day, and 
then having him be diagnosed with a fatal genetic disease.
Going to the Hall of Fame and then him passing away.
Just so many things that have happened in my life that I’ve 
always been one to never give up on anything I’ve ever 
done. I’ve been through it all.
Q: Can you talk a little bit more about your organization 
“Hunter’s Hope,” named after your son and in his honor?
A: We are focusing on universal newborn screenings 
to make sure that every state in this country tests for the 
maximum amount of treatable diseases. Every child bom 
in this country, they do the heel prick. But unfortunately in 
our country, every state is different for how many diseases 
they test for. When my wife and I found out thousands of 
babies are dying every year because they are bom in the 
wrong state, we knew we had to do something about it and 
we will continue to do so.
Q: How do you define being “Kelly Tough?”
A: Never giving up. Being an inspiration for others. 
That’s how my father brought me up, and that’s what I 
taught my daughters. It’s just being an inspiration to others 
to make sure they never give up.
Q: You’ve been quoted as saying, “Make a difference 
today, for someone who is fighting for their tomorrow.” 
What does this mean to you, and how did it come to mind?
A: I just had so many people who emailed me, sent 
letters and cards and said I’ve been an inspiration to them. 
But I wanted people to understand that that is an inspira­
tion for me to keep fighting and never give up. [During my 
cancer battle] my family never once walked into my room 
with a frown. Tl^ey walked in and out trying to make my 
day better. So I just want to make sure people understand 
you have to be a positive influence on people whether they 
are sick, or whether it is your grandparents that are getting 
older and they need some encouraging words. Make a dif­
ference today because people that are going through things 
need someone to inspire them.
Q: What do you think of the Buffalo Bills season so 
far, and do you think they will have a chance to make the 
playoffs?
A: Those are two questions that if you had asked me 
a long time ago would have been different. I do not like 
where they are at now. They had a bye, we’ll find out 
where they’re going fi-om here. They can either look at 
the past and not learn fi'om it, and not make adjustments 
and be the same old Bills as they were the first half of the 
season. Or they can step up and make a difference. Learn 
fi'om all of the things that didn’t happen. Playoffs, those 
aren’t even in my mind anymore because right now they 
have to find a way to win. Period.
Interview with NBC Sports Reporter, Carolyn Manno
BY EMILY ARCHACKI , ^ after the horse won the Triple Crown. It was like nothing I had ever heard before. It felt
Editor-in-Chief —- special. Every yew you have the Super Bowl, the NBA Finals, the NHL Playoffs
and everything. This was something that hadn’t happened in 37 years. I was standing 
there and I felt the whole building shaking, it felt like history was unfolding. The BreedersCarolyn Manno was the moderator for the Jim Kelly lecture event held in the Edgerton 
Center for the Performing Arts on Nov. 2. Maimo is a reporter for NBC’s “Football Night
America,” host of NBC Sports Network’s “NASCAR America,” and an anchor for 
NBC’s “Sports Update Desk.”
Q: How did you end up being the moderator of the event tonight?
A: I know Paul Pabst, fi'om “The Dan Patrick Show,” who is a friend of mine. [Paul 
Pabst is a Clinical Instructor in the School of Communication and Media Arts as well as 
the Sports Communication and Media Graduate Program Professional Development Coor­
dinator.] I was on their show a couple of weeks ago and I know him pretty well just fi'om 
NBC Sports. He was unavailable tonight and he asked me if I wanted to step up, and I said 
I would be happy to.
Q: You covered the Breeder’s Cup on Oct. 30 and 31. It was the final race for Triple 
Crown winner, American Pharaoh, now the Grand Slam champion. What was it like cov­
ering that event?
A: It was incredible, but tame compared to the Belmont [Stakes]. The Belmont was 
one of the most unique sports experiences I’ve ever had in my life. Particularly the crowd
Cup Classic was so fun because it was in Lexington, Ky., which is the epicenter of horse 
racing. Everybody that lives in Lexington, Ky. just loves these racehorses and they are so 
passionate about the sport. To have the Grand Slam happen there, with the Breeders Cup 
being there for the first time, was so special.
Q: You also report for “NASCAR America.” What do you think of Jeff Gordon’s vic­
tory on Nov. 1 at Martinsville Speedway? Do you have a prediction of who will win the 
Sprint Cup this season?
A: This Chase format is unbelievable. It’s a NASCAR fan’s dream, and a NASCAR 
driver’s worst nightmare. Some of the stuff we’ve seen so far with Matt Kenseth seem­
ingly having one of the fastest cars all season, and then not being able to advance in the 
Chase because of the way that the format is set up is mind-blowing to me having observed 
this format for only the second time. I love the fact that Jeff Gordon got in in his last year 
in the sport because I think it’s great for the fan base. I think NASCAR fans have really 
loved and respected what he’s accomplished and he deserves to be there at the very end. 
Even though he hasn’t had the fastest car. I’m glad that that happened for him. In terms of 
who I think will win, I picked Kurt Busch to ’win before the Chase fofmaf started. I don’t 
know. Now, Joey Logano would be a perfectly solid pick.
SAAC Provides Voice for Student-Athletes
BY MARIAN WARDIUS
Staff Reporter
The voices of Division I athletes at Sacred Heart Uni­
versity are represented in unison by the Student Athlete 
Advisory Committee, otherwise known by its abbreviation,
"Saac.
The committee is completely student-run. Through it 
student-athletes can share their concerns rmd opinions on 
campus life, academics, and issues within their teams.
SAAC brings together all aspects of college to collabo­
rate in making the most enjoyable and worthwhile experi­
ence for the university’s athletes.
“[The purpose of SAAC] is to serve as a voice for the 
student athletes,” said SAAC advisor Randy Brochu. “It’s 
a vehicle for them to share with administration their ex­
periences as student athletes, and their vehicle to improve 
situations through the on-campus group.”
Though the committee does serve as a voice in solving 
issues and bringing attention to specifics, it also acts great­
ly in efforts of service to the commimity.
“The other purpose of SAAC is very community ser­
vice-based. We provide a lot of commimity service oppor­
tunities for all our student athletes, which at Sacred Heart 
as a whole, as a university, is really a big part of every <Mie
of our students’ educations. That is how, within athletics, 
we can provide those leadership development opportuni­
ties,” said Brochu.
Student athlete advisory committees have been around 
since 1989 and have proven to be influential since their 
start. The SAAC organization works in solving issues 
across the board, not just in specific universities.
“Every athletic department in the country has a SAAC 
group,” said Brochu. “There is also one at every confer­
ence level. There is also one at the NCAA level.”
“On campus you take your concerns and you take the 
voice you want to have heard and you can enact change 
in your own experiences at the university level. Then you 
can take it up to the conference level, which takes it up to 
the NCAA level. It is an NCAA-wide organization. Every 
athletic department has to have one,” said Brochu.
A recent act of SAAC’s is their new pilot program. This 
program allows student athletes who are in season to regis­
ter prior to the rest of their classmates.
“The idea being that, first and foremost, they have to get 
the classes that they need for their degree, but also get into 
the sections that conflict the least with their athletics,” said 
Brochu. “It is very important for us, as our student athletes 
want to be in class and don’t want to be missing class be­
cause of travel or whatever other obligations they have. So
that is a great example of what SAAC can do.”
SAAC is composed of about 65 members, with at least 
two members fiom each Division I team. The committee 
meets twice a month.
“The student members, or representatives, let the 
e-board know of any problems they’re having as a team or 
ideas they have to better our programs. They also take the 
information fiom our meetings and relay it back to their 
teams and coaches,” said co-president Kelyn Fillmore.
This process proves to add a unique element to any 
university’s relationship with athletes.
The athletes feel as though they have a say and will be 
taken seriously in matters they feel need to be discussed. 
Both athletes and those in high positions are respected.
“Our particular E-Board is just tremendous, and I think 
they are going to be very successful people in life. They 
are terrific ambassadors for the athletic department in Sa­
cred Heart University,” said Brochu. “Whatever they want 
to do, I pretty much trust that they are going to do a great 
job with it and that they M'e going to make the Pioneers 
proud.”
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Football Drops Third Straight After Falling To Duquesne
BY TOM PETICCA
Staff Reporter
On Saturday, Nov. 8, the Duquesne Dukes football team 
defeated the Sacred Heart Pioneers 41-14 at Campus Field.
The Dukes came out of the gate fast, getting their first 
touchdown of the game on a 3 5-yard touchdown pass 
from Dillon Buechel to Reggie McKnight, just one minute 
27 seconds into the game. That was the first score of a 
21-point first quarter for Duquesne, throughout which the 
Pioneers were unable to answer.
“Going down 21-0 is a tough thing to come back from,” 
said senior quarterback RJ Noel.
Sacred Heart threatened to score during a 10-play 66- 
yard drive towards the end of the first quarter. The drive 
ended when the Pioneers came up inches short on a fourth 
down conversion attempt at the Duquesne 11-yard line.
“When you play like they did, we cannot be making 
mistakes,” said head coach Mark Nofri.
Duquesne would respond strongly to the fourth down 
stop. The Dukes added on another touchdown when they 
capped off a 6-play 88-yard drive with a 13-yard run by 
sophomore Rafiq Douglas to make their lead 28-0.
The Pioneers would finally get their first score of the 
game on a 15-yard touchdown pass where Noel broke 
free from a would-be sack, scrambled and then found 
senior wide receiver Moses Webb in the end zone for the 
touchdown.
Duquesne would add on a field goal before the end of the 
half to make the score 31-7 in favor of the Dukes.
Sacred Heart would receive the second half kickoff and 
looked ready to turn things around with a strong drive.
The second play of the drive was a screen pass that went 
for a 40-yard gain and was followed by a pass interference 
penalty by the Dukes, The Pioneers were set up deep in 
Duquesne territory but their drive would end on another
FILIPE LOBATO/SPECTRUM
MOSES WEBB (9) MAKES A GREAT TACKLE AGAINST DUQUESNE ON SATURDAY
took it to the end zone for a pick six. That was the only 
interception thrown by either team on the day.
The Pioneers would answer with a seven play 71-yard 
drive that ended with a 13-yard touchdown pass from Noel 
to senior wide receiver Tyler Dube, which would cap the 
scoring.
......................................... ... .The game was being used as a “#NofTacklesCancer”
incomplete pass on fourth and goal fiom the four-yard ^cred-HeaShoSST^dNSS^ fiiht again^i c^Sr
The rest of the third quarter was scoreless as Sacred 
Heart and Duquesne exchanged punts back and forth.
The next score would come on a 27-yard field goal by 
junior Duquesne kicker Austin Crimmins to make the 
Dukes lead 34-7.
After trading a punt each, the last touchdown of the game 
for the Dukes came when Duquesne junior linebacker 
Christian Kuntz intercepted a screen pass from Noel and
cancer.
After starting the season 4-2, this game has put the 
Pioneers on a three game losing streak. This is the Pioneers 
first three game losing streak in the last three seasons. With 
two games left, the team does not want to start hanging 
their heads.
“We have to forget about what happened the last three 
weeks and move on to Bryant,” said Noel.
The Pioneers have the opportunity to win their last two 
games a post a third straight season with a winning record. 
This would be the first time a Sacred Heart football team 
has had a winning record in three straight seasons since 
2003.
The Pioneers are having a lot of younger players playing 
in games due to injuries, which leaves them inexperienced 
in some positions.
“I don’t make excuses,” said Nofri. “Injuries are part of 
the game.”
Sacred Heart has their final two games of their season 
against Bryant University on the road and at home against 
Wagner College at home to end the season. These games 
will show a lot about whom the 2015 Pioneers are.
“We have to find our identity,” said Nofri.
Ferguson Takes NEC Cross Country Crown
BYALEXPADALINO
Contributing Writer
To Sacred Heart student Sean Ferguson, running is not a 
part of life, but a way of life. He has been a member of the 
Sacred Heart men’s cross country team for four years now, 
and is currently in the midst of his senior season.
Ferguson’s dedication to the sport was on display on 
Saturday, Oct. 31, when he ran in the NEC championship 
race.
He helped the team place second in their race and 
captured a Northeast Conference individual title, becoming 
the first male in Sacred Heart’s cross-country program’s 
history to do so.
Ferguson had competed in the race in prior years, 
placing 13th in 2012 and 6th in 2013, showing a steady 
rate of progress.
Head coach of the men’s cross country team, Chris 
Morrison, has taken note of Ferguson’s progression over 
the years.
“It’s really just his long-term development as a rutmer,” 
said Morrison. “He’s put in the work, and he’s been 
extremely consistent. This has allowed him to reach a 
much higher level of cardiovascular fitness.”
Ferguson responded to the same question by giving a 
large amount of the credit to coach Morrison.
“[He] designs most of the training and all of the work,” 
said Ferguson.
Ferguson is even humble when reflecting on the 
importance of his victory at the NECs.
“It was kind of something I’ve been aiming at for a 
number of years. There’s been a lot of really good runners, 
so to be the first is pretty cool,” said Ferguson.
The win did not come easy for Ferguson, as he battled 
alongside Ryan Hertzog of Central Connecticut State, only 
beating him by six seconds. The race was close down the 
stretch, until Ferguson pulled away in the last leg of the 
race.
“It was both exciting and a relief when Sean finally took 
the lead from Hertzog in the late stages of the race,” said 
Morrison.
As a freshman, the NEC champion had envisioned 
achieving this accomplishment.
“You always think about it, but during my freshman
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year, it was kind of hard to see where I would be four years 
down the road,” said Ferguson. “So much can happen, you 
can get hurt; there’s a lot of factors that play into it.”
Ferguson also knows that success is not something that 
is guaranteed from year-to-year and that it comes only 
when adequate time and preparation is put in.
“You can’t assume that because you do well one year, 
you will do better the next,” said Ferguson. “There are so 
many guys that fall off the map year-to-year.”
While Sacred Heart’s NEC outing highlights Sean, 
the team as a whole also produced outstanding results. 
Ferguson attributes his own success to the dedication of his 
teammates.
“The team did really well. It was our highest finish as a 
team,” said Ferguson.
Coach Morrison was also pleased with his team’s 
performance.
“They ran well. We were very excited to get second in 
the men’s race and have our women win their third team 
title in a row,” said Morrison.
Ferguson will miss all aspects of miming on the Sacred 
Heart cross country team.
“I would say the competitive atmosphere of it all, with 
going to practice and all the races, it’s really something 
that I enjoy,” said Ferguson.
Next year, Morrison will have to adjust to a team 
without Ferguson.
“Sean’s just a great kid, and he’s coachable,” said 
Morrison. “He’s also done a fine job of providing positive 
leadership to our younger guys.”
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